We investigate the distribution of the logarithms, logi, of the currents in percolating resistor networks via the method of series expansions. Exact results in one dimension and expansions to thirteenth order in the bond occupation probability, p, in general dimension, for the moments of this distribution have been generated. We have studied both the moments and cumulants derived therefrom with several extrapolation procedures. The results have been compared with recent predictions for the behavior of the moments and cumulants of this distribution. An extensive comparison between exact results and series of different lengths in one dimension sheds light on many aspects of the analysis of series with logarithmic corrections. The numerical results of the series expansions in higher dimensions are generally consistent with the theoretical predictions. We confirm that the distribution of the logarithms of the currents is unifractal as a function of the logarithm of linear system size, even though the distribution of the currents is multifractal.
I. INTRODUCTION Multifractal distributions have been the topic of much recent research. Here we study the distribution of currents in randomly diluted resistor networks at the percolation threshold. The first paper in this sequence' (referred to as ABH in what follows), contains a detailed review of relevant earlier work. In that paper, ABH presented a theory for the asymptotic distribution of the logarithms of the currents fy -= -ln(i )] in percolating resistor networks, with detailed predictions concerning the moments and the cumulants of this distribution.
In ABH we considered "percolating networks, " i.e. , randomly diluted resistor networks at the percolation threshold, p =p"where p is the concentration of conducting bonds, with unit conductance. The results of ABH concerned the multifractal distribution of currents as a function of the distance between the electrodes, L.
In particular, at large L, the kth moment ( (y" ) ) was predicted to behave as (lnL)", with universal amplitudes, and all the corresponding cumulants ((y"),) were predicted to be linear in lnL. Thus, the distribution of the 1oga-rithms of the currents is expected to be unifractal as function of lnL, with the same L dependence (proportional to lnL) for the ratio of any two consecutive moments (unlike these ratios for moments of the currents themselves, which require an infinite set of independent exponents).
In addition to the asymptotic behavior, ABH also found large finite-size corrections, whose relative order scales as 1/lnL. This means that the finite-size corrections have a much greater impact on finite simulations than is the case with the usual power-law corrections. We now believe that these effects were responsible for problems in the interpretation of simulation studies and series analysis (see below). It is reasonable to infer that a11 simulations on realistic sample sizes are strongly affected by these corrections, and therefore it is important to explore the distribution of the logarithms of the currents on percolating systems with alternative techniques. In the present paper we study the moments and cumulants of the logarithms of the currents using low concentration series expansions. Instead of treating approximately large but finite-sized with g"(q)=g(q) -2qg(1).
Instead of the above averages, we consider here the susceptibility g'~' associated with the "correlation func-
Since the sum over all lx -x' will effectively be cut off at lx -x'l -g~, we expect that, asymptotically (for g ))1) yk(p)=(4d -2d )(21n2)"p +(12d -12d +3d)(21n3)"p +(32d -48d +16d +4d)(21n4)"p4 + I(80d -160d +80d +30d -25d)(2 ln5)"
Numerical results up to order p' are available as computer files on request from Adler. In addition to the moment series we have obtained series for the backbone y ' '(p) as given by Eq. (2.12); these extend the earlier series' by three terms and are explicitly given for dimensions 2 -6 in Table I .
Everything stated above can be repeated for unit current boundary conditions, with 1t(q) replacing f"(q)
everywhere.
We also constructed series for the corresponding susceptibilities, denoted by g'k(p), to % =11. Unless explicitly noted, all results are given for gk, which should behave as in Eq. (4.6). A typical result from the method explained just after Eq. (3.6) for k = -2 is shown in Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b).
In Fig. 2 We have made our own determination from our backbone susceptibility series (see Table I ). This determination has been made using the confluent form [Eq. 
